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and Ethere um for holding.
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WHY RISE UP? 
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$UP is a token that pays you dividends in BTC, Solana, and Ethereum.
Yes, you heard it right. By simply holding Rise Up, you are entitled to a
share of the whole trading volume . Thanks to our revolutionary
dividends algorithm, a 3% tax on buy volume is distributed back to
investors. 

 UP

Imagine a token that pays you dividends in BTC, Solana,
and Ethereum.
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THE POWER OF THE DIVIDENDS
ALGORITHM
At the heart of Rise Up lies a bold vision of financial
empowerment for all. 

What sets Rise Up apart? It's our dividends algorithm.
This mechanism is designed to ensure that every
investor, big or small, gets a piece of the action. Every
transaction fuels the ecosystem, enriching not just a
select few, but every single member of the Rise Up
community. No matter how many tokens you hold - you
will receive dividends.

 UP



This is your chance to be part of the new generation of crypto - a generation
that values growth, stability, and community. With Rise Up, you're not just
investing in a token; you're investing in the future. We stand on the brink of a new
dawn. A future where cryptocurrency is more than digital gold; it's a source of
real-world value and reward. With Rise Up, we pledge to lead this charge, to
break down barriers, and to usher in an era of prosperity for all.
So, to the dreamers, the believers, and the visionaries, I say this: Join us. Let's rise
above the noise, beyond the clouds, and into the stratosphere. Together, let's
Rise Up and redefine the future of finance.

JOIN THE REVOLUTION 
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BTC

WHERE DIVIDENDS COME FROM?

Thanks to our revolutionary dividends algorithm, a 3% tax on buys volume is
distributed back to investors.  $UP pays you dividends in BTC, Solana, and
Ethereum. 
1% in BTC (Bitcoin)
1% in ETH (Ethereum)
1% in SOL (Solana)
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MAKE YOUR
CRYPTO WORK
FOR YOU 
This isn’t just another token. It’s a movement
towards making your crypto work for you.
With Rise Up, you’re not just investing; you’re
setting yourself up for continuous rewards.

That's right! By holding Rise Up, you
get dividends in some of the top
cryptocurrencies. It’s that simple and
powerful.

   BTC, ETH and Solana dividends.
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TOKENOMICS
Project name : RiseUP
Token symbol : $UP 
Total supply : 100M
Tax : 3% Buy, 3% Sell

 UP

Dividends: 
1% in BTC (Bitcoin)
1% in ETH (Ethereum)
1% in SOL (Solana)
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ROADMAP
The first token that rewards you
dividends in BTC, Solana, and
Ethere um for holding.

Community building
Unique smart contract
deployment 
KYC and Contract Audit
verification 
Presale marketing campaign
Presale on Pinksale 

Pancakeswap launch
Listings on CMC and CG
Trending on Dextools, CMC
Moontok,Crypto.com
trending
Avedex trending
Kols

Twitter campaign
Worldwide community expansion 
CMC and CG trending
Dexscreener & Dexview trending
Campaign with influencers
Partnership with popular meme
projects
YouTube marketing campaign
CEX listings

Press release
T1 CEX listings
More partnerships
DAO and governence
development
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At the heart of Rise Up lies a bold
vision of financial empowerment
for all. 

Rise Up represents the next
generation of DeFi based on dividents
algorithm. 



THANK YOU FOR
ATTENTION ! 


